SAFRAN IN THE AFTERMARKET

MRO & SERVICES
		

DELIVERING VALUE
TO OUR CUSTOMERS

GLOBAL REACH,
LOCAL SUPPORT
SAFRAN IS COMMITTED
TO PROVIDE TAILORED
SOLUTIONS THAT MATCH
AIRCRAFT OPERATORS’
REQUIREMENTS
WORLDWIDE.
With a global aftermarket strategy
based on differentiation, we leverage

Our facilities are strategically
located in major aviation hubs,
close to our customers, so
we can provide immediate,
efficient and reliable support.

FLEXIBLE, TAILORED
SUPPORT


Spares provisioning & supply



Logistics management



Support by the hour



customers.

Training and consulting services



On-site technical support

Not only do we provide key techno-



Engineering services

our assets – technological expertise,
data management and international
reach – to provide added-value to end

logies to make the aircraft fly, we also
offer reliable, flexible and tailored
services to optimize global cost of
ownership, enhance performance,
and maximize equipment service life,
ultimately contributing to critical
flight safety.
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AIRCRAFT ENGINES
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LANDING SYSTEMS

Over

1,200

gears maintained
and overhauled
per year

Over

11,000

equipments parts
repaired annually
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160,000

repair centers
around the world

engine parts
repaired annually
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90+

maintenance and repair centers
for commercial engines
around the world

Field Service
Engineers in
44 countries

AFTERMARKET

CAPABILITIES

NACELLES
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ELECTRICAL & POWER

4

repair centers
around the world

More than

18,000
nacelle units
in service

Over

115,000
flight hours
per day

15,000+

units
repaired annually

5

repair centers

HELICOPTER ENGINES

20,000+
parts repaired
annually

700+

employees
dedicated to
customer support
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ELECTRONICS & DEFENSE

5

repair shops
around the world

repair centers,
around the world

40+

2,500

distributors and
Certified Maintenance Centers (CMC) worldwide

employees
dedicated to
customer support

TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

4

overhaul
and repair shops

50+

years of
experience

21,000+
delivered
equipment
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POWER UNITS

35,000

units in service

60

MRO customers
worldwide

SAFRAN

WORLDWIDE

N1
o

MORE THAN

58,000
EMPLOYEES
(1)

IN NEARLY

30 COUNTRIES

(1)

18.7 BILLION
IN SALES IN 2017(1)

MORE THAN
OF SALES
INVESTED IN R&D(1)

8%

(1) Excluding Zodiac Aerospace
(2) Mainline commercial jets with more than 100 seats.
(3) A 50/50 joint company between Safran and Airbus.

For further information go to
our website www.safran-group.com

WORLDWIDE
AEROSPACE

> Single-aisle commercial jet engines 		
(in partnership with GE)
> Helicopter engines
> Landing gears
> Wheels and carbon brakes(2)
> Aircraft wiring
> Power transmissions(2)
> Helicopter flight controls
> Commercial launches into geostationary orbit
(within ArianeGroup(3))

EUROPE
No1INDEFENSE

> Tactical drones
> Optronic systems
> Inertial navigation systems
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Safran is a leading international high-technology group and tier-1 supplier
of systems and equipment for aerospace and defense. Through our global
presence, we not only enhance our competitiveness, but also build industrial
and commercial relations with the world’s leading prime contractors and
operators, while providing fast, local service to all customers. Working alone
or in partnership, Safran holds world or European leadership positions in
its core markets. In February 2018, Safran took control of Zodiac Aerospace,
significantly expanding its aircraft equipment activities. Zodiac Aerospace
has 32,500 employees and generated sales of 5.1 billion euros for its fiscal
year ended August 31, 2017.

